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      By The Glass Selection 

                 Sparkling Wines 

 
 P.r.ose’ Gancia Piemonte Italy NV* 
    $ 14.56 
 

 Ferrari “Maximum” Blanc de Blancs Brut Trentino Italy NV  

 $ 25.76 

  

 Ferrari Perlé Brut Trentino Italy   

    $ 35.84 
 

 Franciacorta Bellavista “Alma” Brut Lombardia Italy NV 
    $ 40.32 

 

 Taittinger Brut Réserve Champagne France NV  

    $ 44.80 

 

 Taittinger “Prelude” Grands Crus Champagne France NV 

    $ 58.24 

 

 Taittinger Prestige Rosé Champagne France NV 

    $ 59.36 
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               White Wines 

  Torrontes FincaLa Colonia Mendoza Argentina 2018*  

   $ 17.92 

 Sauvignon “Kike” Cantine Fina Sicilia Italy 2018*  

$ 21.28 

 

 Riesling blend Stump  Jump  by d’Ardenberg 2017 Australia* 
$ 22,40 

 

Chardonnay Beringer Sonoma Valley California USA  2019* 

$ 22.40 

Gewürztraminer “Laugel” Cuvée Arthur Metz Alsace France 2019*  

$ 22.40 

                                         

            

Red Wines 

 

  Malbec “Kaiken” Ultra Las Rocas Mendoza Argentina 2018 

    $ 24,64 

 

 Nero d’Avola Miral Cantine Fina Sicilia Italy 2016* 
    $ 17.92 

 

  Refosco Colli Friulani Zorzettig Friuli Italy 2019* 

    $ 19,04 

 

 Merlot Amador Odfjell Chile 2018* 

    $ 19,04 

 

       Côtes du Rhône Sas Famille Jaume Southern Rhône France 2016* 
       S 20.16 
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                                Rosé Wines 

   Rose d’Anjou Domaine des Nouvelles France 2020* 
     $ 25.76 

 Fortrant Coteaux Varois En Provence Rose' France 2020* 

     $ 28      

     

           

             Sweet and Fortified Wines 60ml 

Moscato d’Asti "Sciandor" Banfi Piemonte Italy 2018*   
$ 17.92 

 

Recioto della Valpolicella “Le Poesie” Soave Italy 2016* 
    $14.56 

 

Port Tawny Niepoort “Dee” Portugal NV*                              
$ 15.68 
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            Champagne 

 Taittinger Brut Réserve NV 

Taittinger Brut Réserve is blend of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier from over 35 different 

vineyards and vintages matured to perfection. This high proportion of Chardonnay, unique among fine non-

vintage champagnes, and a minimum ageing of three years in the cellars, where it reaches the peak of aromatic 

maturity, make a delicately balanced champagne, known for its consistently excellent quality the world over. 

$ 224 

Taittinger “Nocturne” Sec NV 

Taittinger Nocturne is a “Sec” champagne composed of Chardonnay (40%) and Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier 

(60%). Blended from around thirty different vineyards from various vintages, this wine is laid down for four years 

to age before being disgorged. The body is pale yellow in color with shimmering highlights. The bubbles form a 

delicate ring of fine foam. The subtle and delicate bouquet reveals the delightful aromas of yellow peaches and 

dried apricots. The entry is smooth and creamy, yet very crisp. The palate gives way to flavors of raisins and 

fruits in syrup. The long and smooth finish is distinctively sweet and full of flavor. 

$ 235,20 

Taittinger “Prélude” Grands Crus NV 

Taittinger Prélude is produced exclusively from Grand Cru vineyards, with half the blend composed of 

Chardonnay primarily from Avize and Le Mesnil sur Oger in the Côte des Blancs, and half of Pinot Noir mainly 

from Mailly, Bouzy and Ambonnay in the Montagne de Reims. The wine’s brilliant, pale yellow color with silvery 

reflections indicates the high proportion of Chardonnay. This Champagne is subtle and fresh on the nose, with 

mineral aromas that quickly give way to notes of elderflowers and spicy cinnamon. In the mouth, lean mineral 

Chardonnay notes delicately balance the aromatic strength of Pinot Noir. The lively palate is dominated by fresh 

citrus and white peaches in syrup. 

$ 291,20 

Taittinger “Prestige” Rosé NV 

This champagne is remarkably vibrant and sophisticated. Its taste reveals a subtle balance between the 

freshness and structure of the ever-present red fruits, its strong character is also shown intense color.  

$ 324,80 

Laurent-Perrier Rosé NV 

Unusually made by Saignée method with plenty of stylish strawberry fruit, full of vivacity and easy drinking   

style. A wonderfully refreshment with high intensity and great freshness. 

$ 436,80 

 Philipponnat Reserve Rosé Brut NV 

 

Rose-hued gold with coppery notes and a fine bubble. The nose shows red fruits of raspberry and wild cherries. 

A harmonious balance of red and white wines. Exceptional as an aperitif or with dessert. The composition of 

this cuvee is essentially that of the traditional Brut. However, it recourse supplementary Chardonnay and thus 

reaches a perfect balance. Its delicately pink appearance comes front the addition of red wine front our Mareuil 

vineyards. 

$ 291,20 
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Fleury Blanc de Noirs NV 

Biodynamic dry with excellent depth and concentration rich and creamy dancing with a salt minerality. The 

palate is finely honed crispy with fine acidity. 

$ 246,40 

Armand de Brignac “Ace of Spades Gold” Brut NV 

Marvelously complex and full-bodied, its bouquet is both fresh and lively, with light floral notes. On the 

palate, the Brut Gold has a sumptuous, racy fruit character perfectly integrated with the wine’s subtle brioche 

accents. The Champagne’s texture is deliciously creamy, with great depth paired with a long, silky finish. The 

Brut Gold is pressed from a perfectly balanced blend of Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, and Pinot Meunier grapes. 

This presents floral and ripe fruit notes on the nose, wafting through flavors of white cherry, toast, dried 

apricot and salted almond on the palate. Well-balanced and smoky, structured by firm acidity and a lively 

mousse. 

$ 1792 

Louis Roederer Cristal Brut 2012 

Dom A wine of pure pleasure and a sophisticated gastronomic wine, Cristal is both powerful and delicate, 

combining subtlety and precision. Cristal is a remarkably balanced and refined Champagne whose length is 

inimitable. It has a silky texture and fruity aromas, complemented by a powerful mineral quality with white fruit 

and citrus notes. 

$ 1456 

Dom Pérignon Brut 2008 

Dom Pérignon only creates vintage wines; it is an absolute commitment. Only the best grapes of the most 

exceptional years are used, making each vintage distinct. It is the perfect embodiment of the Power of Creation 

an act of creation that elevates the mind and enlightens the world. The icon of the house, it showcases perfect 

equilibrium, revealing the harmony that is so characteristic of Dom Pérignon. The wine is complete, rhythmic 

and tactile. Dom Pérignon is exotic: its tactile thickness, its roundness, and its utterly unique depth of flavor. 

$ 1008 

Moët & Chandon Brut Impérial NV 

Moët & Chandon Brut Imperial is an elegant golden straw yellow with green highlights. With a bouquet of vibrant 

intensity of green apple and citrus fruit, the freshness of mineral nuances and white flowers, the elegance of blond 

notes (brioche, cereal, fresh nuts). 

$ 246,40 

Veuve Clicquot “Yellow Label” Brut NV 

The dominant Pinot Noir, with over 50% of the blend, ensures an assertive, powerfully structured champagne 

true to tradition. It has a fine, lively mousse, pleasant nose of hawthorn flowers, musk and fresh bread, which 

yields to a harmonious palate of lingering apples and pears 

$ 280 

 
Krug 167Éme Édition Grand Cuvée Brut 

 

The art of blending many years give Krug its unique plethora of flavors and aromas incredibly generosity and 

absolute elegance that would be impossible to express with a wine of single year. 

$ 1232 
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        Italian Sparkling Wine “Metodo Classico” 

 

 

 
 

   

Lombardia 

 Franciacorta Bellavista “Alma” Brut 
 

Made in the 'traditional method', the different parcels of wine are all vinified separately. 15% of the wines used 

in the blend are fermented and then matured for seven months in small oak barrels. These wines are then blended 

with the "reserve wines", which come from between six and nine earlier vintages. Once blended, the wine is bottled 

and the second fermentation takes place in bottle. It is then left to age on the lees for two and a half years before 

release. The contribution of the reserve wines ensures Bellavista's consistent, signature style. It has a lively and 

persistent mousse with fine perlage. It is an attractive pale yellow in colour, with green reflections. Perfumes of 

white flowers and stone fruits, with subtle hints of vanilla, which follow through on to the palate. Fine, elegant 

yet rounded and beautifully balanced. 

$ 201,60 

Franciacorta Bellavista Satèn 2013 

Straw yellow with a sage hue with fine, persistent and vibrant pearlescent bubbles. The complex bouquet has 

intense aromas of flowers with peach, citrus, honey and hazelnut notes. On the palate, the wine is elegant, refined 

and soft, with a freshness and balance that emphasize the excellent quality of the fruit. Satèn will age well for at 

least five years after the vintage. Made in the traditional method, 40% of the wines that make up the blend are 

fermented and matured for at least seven months in small oak barrels. The remainder of the blend is fermented 

in stainless steel vats. The glacial soil is full of stones, and provides the ideal environment for the Chardonnay 

and Pinot Noir grapes used in the production of their Franciacorta. 

$ 285,60 
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Trento  

Ferrari “Maximum” Blanc de Blancs Brut 

A brilliant straw yellow, with remarkably persistent perlage. On the nose sensations of apple, underpinned by 

tones of biscuit and citron. Amidst the notes of ripe fruit, one finds pleasant hints of crusty bread, deriving from 

its more than three years’ ageing on the yeasts. A fresh and lively flavor, enhanced by the velvety softness of the 

bubbles. The typical fruity notes of Chardonnay combine with fragrances of yeast. 100% Chardonnay 

$ 123,20 

Ferrari “Perlé Nero” 2009 

The first and only Blanc de Noirs of the Company. This vintage wine is the result of forty years’ experience of 

a variety as complex and delicate as Pinot Noir. Bright golden highlights, embellished by perlage of rare finesse. 

On the nose Spectacular complexity on the nose, full of tropical sensations and scents that range from fruity to 

mineral and even toast-like, with intriguing notes of peanut butter. Sumptuous in taste, framed by razor-sharp 

tanginess and a citrus-like freshness. The flavor is full and rounded.  

$ 291,20 

Ferrari “Perlé” 2013 

The best Chardonnay from the family’s vineyards is used to make this vintage Trento DOC; it is the wine that 

best summarizes the art of Ferrari. Pale golden highlights adorn its straw yellow color. The perlage is extremely 

fine and persistent. On the nose aromatic richness of extraordinary expressiveness. 

$ 168 

Ferrari “Riserva Lunelli” 2009 

From the Chardonnay vineyards that surround Villa Margon comes this vintage Trento DOC whose maturation 

in oak adds richness and extraordinary complexity of flavor. Chiselled gold, with a very fine perlage. On the 

nose Floral perceptions alternate with citrus-like exotic fruit tones. Notes of crusty bread, pineapple and lemon 

cream are accompanied by spicy sensations and suggestions of rosemary, with hints of honey and hazelnut 

brittle. The taste is a perfect balance of fruity and toasty yeast sensations. The large Austrian oak casks give the 

wine added structure and a long finish 

$ 235,20 

 Ferrari “Riserva del Fondatore Giulio Ferrari” 2007 

On the nose the bouquet is extraordinarily intense, broad and complex; the yeasty tones are accompanied by 

hints of tropical fruit and floral notes, which then evolve towards spicy fragrances and citrus-like nuances, along 

with sensations of nuts, acacia honey, white chocolate and incense. An aromatic symphony underpinned by a 

marked mineral vein. t wins you over with its fullness, which is perfectly balanced by the fresh acidity that 

underpins the fruit on the palate. Its explosion of vitality leads through to a stunningly persistent finish 

$ 481,60 
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 Veneto 

P.r.ose’ Gancia Piemonte Italy NV* 

Fine sparkling wine extra dry Charmant method obtained from pinot blanc and pinot noir grapes that gives us 

fruity aromas of white fruits such as ripe apple pulp and also a citrus vein that gives freshness while the good 

body contributes to the overall balance. The taste is soft, dry, delicate and mildly sweet. Ideal as an aperitif or 

served with dessert. 

$ 72,80 

 

TRENTINO-ALTO ADIGE 

White Wines 

Nova Domus Riserva Terlan Alto-Adige 2017 

Noble cuvée of Pinot Bianco, Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc, mineral wine that requires years of bottle aging 

to reach its full potential. Fresh light yellow with slightly greenish nuances, This cuvée has a multifaceted 

structure with a hint of herbs and spices, including aniseed, mint and sage, as well as nuances of fruit aromas, 

especially apricot, mandarine, honeydew melon, maracuja and passion fruit, all underpinned with salty mineral 

components.Nova Domus is complex and delicate, offering a creamy softness in an interesting symbiosis with 

an aromatic minerality, and has the texture for a very long finish 

    $ 246,40 

Sauvignon Quarz Terlan Alto-Adige 2019 

Delicate as the fine inclusions of Quartz in Terlano’s volcanic porphyry rock - that is our Sauvignon Selection, 

which does full justice to its name. Quarz offers a combination of fine texture, depth and salty aftertaste that has 

given this noble white an international reputation. Brilliant straw yellow, This Sauvignon is enticingly exotic in 

the glass, with multilayered fruit of mango, papaya, lime and red grapefruit, and herbal aromas reminiscent of 

lemon grass, lemon balm, mint andgreen tea. It also reveals mineral notes of flint combined with a hint of 

gooseberry. On the palate, the wine offers a fascinating interplay of juicy fruit aromas and delicateminerality 

creating a harmonious opulence with a long and impressive finish 

    $ 257,60 

Pinot Bianco “Vorberg” Terlan 2017 
 

The vineyard is located at 900 meters above sea level, in a steep and skin sun kissed side. This amazing 

volcanic soil express on the wine a rich and varied bouquet and intriguing aromas and distinct minerality.            

A full wine complex and elegant.  

    $ 201,60
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                 VENETO 

White Wine 

 
 Soave Classico Azienda Inama 2018 

100% Garganega: this variety was introduced in the Classic area 2,000 years ago by the Romans. Vinification in 

stainless steel tank. On the nose there is the nectar of field flowers such as chamomile, elderflower, iris. Mineral on 

the palate with a finish of almond, typical of classic Garganega 

$ 106,40 

Red Wines 

Rosso del Veronese “Campofiorin” Supervenetian Azienda Masi 2016 

Campofiorin is the original “Super venetian,” made with Masi’s double fermentation technique. A specialty wine, 

this red is made from local Veronese grapes Corvina, Rondinella and Molinara vinified and then re-fermented with a 

small percentage of semi-dried grapes of the same varieties. With an intense, ruby-red color and violet traces. 

$ 106,4 

Valpolicella Superiore “Ripasso” Zenato 2016 

Deep ruby-red in color, this wine shows intense aromas of blackberries and black currants underscored by aromas of 

spice pepper, and a hint of leather. On the palate, it is smooth and viscous with well-balanced acidity and alcohol. 

Excellent companion to game dishes, grilled meat and roasts, salami and aged cheeses. 

$ 173,60 

Amarone della Valpolicella Classico “Costasera” Masi 2015 

Costasera’s slopes face the sunset, making this the best terroir for producing high-quality Amarone in Valpolicella 

Classico. With a longer day, vines that face Lake Garda bask in reflected light, receiving more sunlight, with soft 

breezes. Since the 1960s, Masi experts have confirmed the superiority of west-facing sites. This deep ruby-red wine 

has powerful, complex aromas of dried plums and balsamic traces. 

$ 336 

Amarone della Valpolicella Classico Zenato 2015 

Amarone Classico Della Valpolicella Zenato to give it its full name is one of the finest Amarones on the market and 

Zenato are one of the top Amarone producers. They are members of the elite Amarone producer’s consortium of 

course. Ruby red in color with intoxicating aromas of dried black cherry, cassis, truffles, chocolate fudge and tar.  

$ 347,20 

Sweet Wines 500 ml 

 Recioto della Valpolicella “Le Poesie” Cantina di Soave 2016 
 

The clusters are hand-picked, then receive a natural semi-drying for a minimum of 3 months. The clusters are pressed 

when at least 15-20% show “noble rot” (Botrytis cinerea), which gives the wine great richness on the nose and palate. 

The wine palate is, smooth, and long-lingering, with an almond-scented finish that is lengthy and pleasant. 

$ 78,40 
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FRIULI VENEZIA-GIULIA 

White Wines 

Ribolla Gialla Colli Orientali del Friuli Zorzettig 2019 

Native vine which has been known since 1300. Ribuéle in Friulano, is grown mainly in the hilly area. Hilly, clayey 

terrain consisting of layers of marl and sandstone of Eocene origin. It has a pale straw yellow with greenish 

reflections. Floral scent, dry and fresh flavor where acidity stands out. 

   $ 106,4 

Friulano Colli Orientali del Friuli Zorzettig 2019 

 Friulano was known until a few years ago with another name, and the white wine par excellence of this region is 

the most representative wine of the company. Type of soil Hilly, clayey, consisting of layers of marl and sandstone 

of Eocene origin. It has a straw yellow color with greenish reflections. The scent is released intense, fine and complex 

with balanced floral and citrus scents. Strong minerality and an elegant aromatic note.. 

$ 117,60 

Pinot Grigio Alois Lageder Alois Lageder Dolomiti 2020 

The family winery Alois Lageder is a synonym for the highest standard of quality in viticulture and winemaking, 

for a sustainable, holistic corporate philosophy, It has an intense straw-yellow colour with a light nuance of antique 

rose. Its aroma is intense, full and fruity, with excellent persistence. Its taste is dry, velvety, and particularly well-

orchestrated for its full body. 

$ 123,20 

Ribolla Gialla Meroi 2017 

Excellence among the excellences, the Ribolla Gialla of the Meroi winery is a label that belongs to a range of wines 

all of the highest quality. Elevated for ten months in passing barriques, it is a white with an attractive personality, 

fruity initially, then faceted in its mineral nuances. Intense straw yellow and bright to the eye. Fruity, fresh and 

fragrant scents open the entrance to the nose, which then also perceives floral nuances and mineral tones. The palate 

is snappy and aromatic, with good body and good balance, long in persistence.  

$ 224 

Malvasia Zitelle Durì Meroi 2016 
This is a simply fascinating Malvasia from Meroi, sourced from the Durì parcel in the Zitelle vineyard, which is 

consists of mineral-rich Eocenic Marl soils known as Ponca, and is situated at 150 meters above sea level. The 

Malvasia spent 12 months in 80% new barriques and the result is a beautifully complex wine with aromatics of 

orchard fruits, orange zest, honey blossoms and almond along with and crushed stone nuances all coming together 

beautifully in this fabulous white. 

   $336 

Vintage Tunina Jermann 2017 

Vintage Tunina from Sauvignon grapes, Chardonnay with Ribolla Gialla, Malvasia Istriana and Picolit added. It 

should be noted that this is a genuine field blend. It has a brilliant straw-yellow colour with golden highlights. Its 

aroma is intense, full, with enormous elegance and persistence, and with hints of honey and wild flowers. 

$ 324,80 

Capo Martino Jermann 2016 

Capo Martino blend of Tocai F., Ribolla Gialla, Malvasia Istriana and Picolit. “It has a beautiful golden yellow 

colour, bright and sparkling. Its aroma is intense and complex, with notes of local and exotic ripened fruit and of 

dried flowers imbued with a light veil of vanilla. Apple, banana, hazelnut, broom and passionflowers emerge. In the 

mouth it is velvety. It has a perfectly balanced taste, a delicate aromaticity, and infinite persistence 

$ 380,80 
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FRIULI VENEZIA-GIULIA 

Red Wines 

Refosco dal  Peduncolo rosso Zorzettig 2019 

Red wine with a deep ruby red color. Vinous aroma, with fruity notes that recall raspberry and black cherry. The 

taste is full and robust with moderate tannins that supports the wine in the aging phase. 

$ 95,20 

Refosco "Vigna Dominin" DOC Meroi 2013 

The Vigna Dominin is produced with 100% Refosco DOC is a wine of great body, important and structured.                 

The color is dark red, dusty      and satin, once again the large structure emerges. On the nose it expresses with notes 

and aromas that highlight the dark berry fruit, ripe and enhanced by a wide range of spices including cinnamon, pepper 

and other oriental spices. At the sip it is expressed with a very large and voluminous body with an important and solid 

tannin of great structure and persistence on the palate, almost pasty. 

$ 358,40 

 

 

                   

 LOMBARDIA 

 White Wines 

Lugana D.o.p Fabio Contato Ca' Majol 2016 

Lugana Fabio Contato is named after the eldest son of Cà Maiol’s founder, Walter Contato. It was conceived to be the 

winery’s very finest quality wine. Lugana is produced with Turbiana grape variety and come from the oldest vines of 

the various vineyards owned. Intense straw yellow with golden reflections. Great complexity and breadth of aromas - 

citron, yellow melon, slightly spicy touches of cumin and ginger. The evolution in the glass offers hints of pearl barley, 

yellow peach and lavender. Persuasive and enveloping with aromatic hints of yellow pulp fruit, sweet spices and 

saffron. 

$ 168 
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 PIEMONTE 

 White Wines 

Gavi di Gavi “White Label” La Scolca 2020 

La Scolca “White Label” is considered the everyday, affordable alternative to the estate’s legendary “Black Label”. 

Although sourced from younger vines than the Black Label, this estate-grown Gavi offers similar richness and 

complexity from extended lees aging and a superb vineyard site that makes this choice a perfect by-the-glass solution 

and an everyday value for enjoyment at home. Light straw in color with green undertones. Zesty lemon aromas with 

some almond and stone fruit notes. Crisp, lively, mineral character with sharp acidity and a refreshing, lasting finish. 

$ 100,80 

Gavi di Gavi “Black Label” La Scolca 2019 

First released in 1966, this is the original or benchmark Gavi, which brought fame to the then small wine producing 

region and showed the world the potential in quality of white wines from Italy. Sourced from the estate’s oldest 

Cortese vines, averaging over 60 years of age, these are also among the oldest in the appellation. Vines are located on 

the hills surrounding the Villa La Scolca. Soils are of volcanic origin, composed of calcareous-clay with veins of 

chalky limestone similar to that found in Champagne and Chablis, giving a characteristic flinty character. 

Pale straw in color with delicate greenish highlights, intense lemon citrus fruit with flinty notes on the nose, 

comparable to the best wines from Chablis. 

$ 224 

Sauvignon Blanc “Alteni di Brassica” Gaja 2019 
 

Alteni di Brassica - its name "alteni", stone walls bordering the vineyards, and "brassica", a yellow spring flower of 

the region, by no means suggest a wallflower existence. Is produced from vineyards located in Treiso and Serralunga 

d’Alba. Rather, they are synonymous with the region's first Sauvignon Blanc, which Angelo Gaja has been growing 

since 1983. Fermented and aged in stainless steel tanks and barrels. A highly elegant wine that convinces with an 

aromatic bouquet, fine fruit, much depth and beautiful length nice body and defined structure in the mouth supported 

by great freshness. 

$ 672 

Chardonnay “Rossj Bass” Gaja 2018 

This wine is produced from grapes grown in several estate-owned vineyards. The Rossj vineyard, planted in 1984, is 

named for Angelo Gaja's younger daughter Rossana (Rossj). Bass is Piemontese for the Italian basso, meaning low, a 

name derived from the vineyard's position. Pheasants are featured on Rossj-Bass' label to commemorate the beautiful 

birds that inhabit the forests adjacent to GAJA's vineyards. 

The nose opens with a floral character (jasmine and daisies), followed by fresh notes of green almond, sage, thyme 

and green tea leaves. On the entry, the wine is luscious, with juicy notes of nectarine, pear, mango and pineapple. 

The bright acidity refreshes the palate, finishing with mineral and balsamic notes of flint, mint and fern. 

$ 526,4 

Chardonnay “Gaia & Rey” Gaja 2018 

Straw yellow in color, this Chardonnay has a rich nose with hints of toast and vanilla as well as aromas of citrus 

fruit. On the palate, it is full-bodied with concentrated and ripe fruit balanced by a lively acidity. 

That wine was direct and linear reflecting the cooler summer months. This wine, however, promises to be more 

tonic, sharp and focused despite the warmer growing season. This pure expression of Chardonnay is made in a more 

reductive style in order to highlight that nervous and bright vein at the back. The winery is switching over to older 

“barrique” (some as old as a decade) and “botte grande” to allow for less oxygen in winemaking.  
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$ 1568 

 

 

 

 

 

 PIEMONTE 

 Red Wines 

 

 Barbera d’Alba Zio Nando Rivetto 2016 
The Rivetto vineyards are located in Lirano. It is a middle ground between the Alta Langa and the Barolo hills, a ridge 

between Sinio and Serralunga d’Alba, between woods and vineyards, between the Alps and the Ligurian Sea. Zio 

Nando Is a red wine produced with Barbera grapes from biodynamic agriculturefrom  a single vineyard with sandy 

soils. The bouque gives intense aromas of red fruit, spices and citrus while in the mouth it has a beautiful body and 

great balance. Velvety tannins with a long and fruity finish 

$ 156,80 

   Langhe Nebbiolo Doc  Rivetto  2017 
 

Nebbiolo Rivetto is a red wine produced with Nebbiolo grapes from biodynamic agriculture from the Langhe with a 

fresh, fruity tone and great territoriality. The aromatic profile recalls soft notes of plum, strawberry jam, sensations of 

violet, hints of undergrowth and spices. On the palate it reveals a frank, soft and enveloping texture, with excellent 

freshness and pleasant tannins. 

$ 134,40 

Nebbiolo d’Alba San Ponzio Doc Gianni Gagliardo 
 

Nebbiolo di Monforte d’Alba, a very sunny and breezy vineyard. Wine rich in structure capable of giving fullness in 

the mouth, depth, characteristically fascinating. The apotheosis of an aristocratic wine that expresses well the territory 

in which it was produced. Ruby red color and a copious consistency. Excellent aroma of ripe fruit, generously spiced; 

mellow in the mouth, its structure fills at the first sip; tannins made soft harmonious in good balance, harmonious 

wine with a very long finish. .  

$ 190,40 
 

Sito Moresco Gaja Langhe 2017 

A fruity, elegant taste; good balance in the mouth and a fresh fruity finish with very fine, silky tannins. Ideal to drink 

young but matures well for at least 5-7 years. Sito Moresco combines the complexity and longevity of Nebbiolo with 

the refinement and accessibility of Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot. Each variety is fermented separately on the skins 

in stainless steel tanks, for two weeks at temperatures of 77°-82°F. The three varieties are then combined to complete 

the malolactic fermentation. 18 months in barriques followed by at least 6 months of bottle aging. 

    $ 280 

Barolo “Tradizione” Marchesi di Barolo 2014 

This particular Barolo is made up exclusively of a blend of the various Barolos. Grapes, picked by hand, are destalked 

and soft-pressed. The must is fermented in stainless steel tanks. The skins are macerated for 8 days with racking of 

the wine when the fermentation has completed. The malolactic fermentation ends within December.  

$ 302,40 
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PIEMONTE 

Red Wines 
Barbaresco Gaja 2015 

Superbly balanced, this ’12 Barbaresco places its transparent Nebbiolo fruit on a foundation of fresh-cut herbs, 

pepper, crushed flowers and wet river rocks. A mono-varietal Nebbiolo and the only wine that adheres to DOCG 

regimen, this Barbaresco honors Gaja’s winemaking heritage in its blending across eight separate vineyards for this 

bottling.  

$ 896 

Sperss Gaja Barolo 2014 

The Gaja family purchased grapes from Serralunga for their Barolo until 1961, when they decided to produce only 

from estate-owned vineyards. In 1988, they acquired a 30-acre vineyard in one of Serralunga’s best areas and named 

it Sperss, which is Piedmontese for nostalgia. It refers to the Gaja family’s nostalgia for the powerful character of 

Serralunga wines. Delicate aromas of sandalwood, blackberry, licorice and cherry follow through to a full body.  

$ 1008 
 

             Costa Russi Gaja Langhe 2013 

Dark ruby/purple. The Costa Russi shimmers on the palate with extraordinary grace. Notes of tar, smoke and licorice 

develop in the glass, adding a touch of complexity and nuance that is sometimes missing in this bottling. The French 

oak is present, but deftly balanced with the wine’s other components. 

The eleven-acre Costa Russi vineyard was acquired by the Gaja family in 1950 and today produces one of Gaja's 

single-vineyard Langhe D.O.C. Nebbiolo wines. 

$ 1680 

Sori San Lorenzo Gaja Langhe 2013 

The word “Sorì” means a hilltop with a southern exposure. San Lorenzo is the patron saint of Alba Church whose 

benefice was the owner of the vineyard until 1964, when it was then acquired by the Gaja family. The Langhe 

Nebbiolo D.O.C. appellation was introduced in 1993. It comprises the hills around Alba and includes the Barolo and 

Barbaresco zones. Sorì San Lorenzo is almost always the most powerful and austere of Gaja’s five single- vineyard 

wines.  

$ 1792 

Sweet Wines 

Moscato d'Asti Sciandor Banfi 2018 
 

A lively and soft wine that reinterprets the Piedmontese tradition of Moscato, Brilliant straw yellow color. The 

aroma is aromatic with typical Moscato scents, such as sage and Acacia, In the mouth it spreads a sweet and round 

taste, reminiscent of honey, leaving on the finish pleasant sensations of raisins. 

$ 100,80 

Barolo Chinato Marchesi di Barolo NV 500ml 

A special wine produced with Barolo DOCG aromatized with Cinchona Calisaya berry, Rhubarb and gentian root. 

$ 179,20 
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TOSCANA 

White Wines 

 
 

Sauvignon “Gessaia” Tenuta Montauto 2018 

Bright, with a straw-yellow colour and greenish shimmers. The nose is intense and long lasting. It delivers floral 

notes such as elderberry, citrus notes as well as white pulp fruits. It is dry and fresh on the palate. Delicate and 

medium-bodied, the wine is well balanced, long-lasting in flavor and with an elegant finish with savory notes. 

$ 95,20 

Vermentino La “Pettegola" Castello Banfi 2020 

Vermentino IGT "La Pettegola" is produced with Vermentino grapes vinified in purity. Young, sincere and honest, 

he is versatile and designed to be enjoyed right away. It expresses a rich aroma, but above all it is characterized by 

a marked freshness. Straw yellow wine, with intense citrus and yellow peach hints accompanied by floral and sage 

notes. The full structure is well balanced by the freshness. Very persistent and fruity finish on the palate. 

$ 112 

Sauvignon “Enos I” Tenuta Montauto 2018 

Intensely straw-colored and crystalline, with a light greenish shimmer. It has a fine and intense aroma and expresses 

the typical aroma notes of the grape variety: fresh citrus peel, white pulp fruits, aromatic herbs such as laurel and 

marjoram and a delicate floral bouquet in the finish. It maintains in its elegant structure the vibrant citrus flavor, with 

typical savory notes in the finish, long and complex with remarkable overall harmony. 

$ 123,20 

 Vistamare Ca' Marcanda Gaja 2018 

Intense floral notes of acacia and linden flowers. The refreshing presence of Vermentino gives notes of fern, 

musk and menthol. On the palate, it is fresh and compact with notes of bergamot, pear, nectarine and white 

currant. Then it shifts toward a more mineral and spicy character, with notes of flint, rosemary, saffron. The wine 

gets riper in the finish with hints of mango, almond and fig leaves. 

$ 246,40 
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TOSCANA 

Red Wines 

Bolgheri Rosso Doc Grattamacco Colle Massari 2018 

At Grattamacco winery they use the typical “Bordeaux” approach with Bolgheri Superiore that is selected directly 

from the best barrels to enhance elegance and aging potential, while the Rosso is selected for its freshness and 

drinkability. The nose is a combo of dark fruits and chocolate with notes of plum and black currants, elegant and full 

with a fresh balsamic finish given by the Sangiovese.  

$ 168 

Grumarello Carmigiano Riserva Doc Tenuta di Artiminio 2013 

Grumarello Carmigiano is a bland from Sangiovese, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Syrah grapes. Ruby red            

colour with garnet hints due to the maturation process. Intense, harmonic, sophisticated, it has a wide and.complex 

range of aromas: red berry fruits, blackberry, tobacco, leather, cloves.  

    $ 179,20  

 Chianti DOCG “Montalbano” Tenuta di Artiminio 2013 
Vivid ruby red. The wine has red berries, rose and violets aromas. The mouthfeel is very fresh and pleasantly            

harmonic. It has a persistent and pleasantly tannin flavour that makes it a balanced and pleasant wine. 

    $ 89,60 

Santa Cristina Marchesi Antinori 2017 

   The wine, red in color with purple highlights, shows an intense and complex nose of ripe red fruit along with balsamic 

notes of eucalyptus and mint. Full and supple on the palate, it is a wine of much drinking pleasure with a fruity finish 

and aftertaste. 

$ 78,40 

Pinot Nero Tenuta Montauto Maremma 2016 

   The color is ruby red with light garnet hues. The nose is intense and persistent, the first notes are of balsamic and 

delicate hints of red fruits, such as wild strawberries, that make the bouquet more harmonious, and light notes of 

spices. In the mouth, it is enveloping, intense and with good persistence.  

    $ 123,20 
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TOSCANA 

Red Wines 

   Vino Nobile di Montepulciano Azienda Poliziano 2016 
Poliziano's Vino Nobile di Montepulciano DOCG is a great Tuscan red wine, characterized by powerful structure, 

with longevity and perfumes that are intense but not exaggerated, faithfully expressive of deep, Tuscan roots and the 

ancient bond between the soil, man and culture. 

$ 246,40 

Ca' Marcanda “Promis” Gaja 2016 

The Promis is a blend of Merlot, Syrah and Sangiovese opens with floral aromas of wild rose and violet, then it turns 

into an earthier bouquet with hints of maritime pine, eucalyptus, roots, wet stones. The palate is fresh and juicy, with 

notes of red and black fruits raspberry, wild strawberry and mulberry. Creamy, smooth tannins. The final is sapid 

with a peculiar smoky and spicy character. With its notes of rosemary, wild fennel, embers, the Promis perfectly 

mirrors the Mediterranean scrubland which surrounds it. Aged in slightly used barriques for 12 months followed by 

several months of bottle aging before release. 

$ 224 

Ca' Marcanda “Magari” Gaja 2016 

Magari is an Italian word with several meanings: if only, would that it was true, perhaps. It was chosen because it 

contains a touch of irony, putting a smile on one’s face and helping to create a good mood. While hard work and 

great determination have been dedicated to the Ca’ Marcanda project, the name Magari reflects the Piedmontese way 

of not trumpeting one’s accomplishments. Cabernet Franc, Cabernet Sauvignon, Petit Verdot. The nose is rich and 

concentrated, it starts fresh to then develop balsamic notes, and scents of graphite, juniper and liquorice. Then it 

turns into a more mellow character with dark fruit and rhubarb. The palate is sweet and voluminous, with notes of 

mulberry and sour cherry. Fine-grained, silky tannins. Long-lasting, sapid final. 

$ 291,20 

Brunello di Montalcino Fattoria dei Barbi 2014 

The Brunello di Montalcino Fattoria dei Barbi is aged in bottle for 4 months before entering the market. has a ruby 

red color tending to garnet with aging. On the nose there are clear hints of cherries in alcohol, dried plum with hints 

of cocoa and graphite in the background. In the mouth it is wide, Brunello with a great balance and soft tannins. 

$ 313,60 

“Le Serre Nuove” Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia Bolgheri 2016 

An exceptional vintage combining an ideal balance of elements: ripeness, substance and particular pleasantness. 

With an intense color and youthful appearance, its intense and ripe fruit aromas with subtle spicy and toasted nuance 

on the nose. Well-rounded and smooth on the palate, great texture, harmonious fruits flavors and balsamic notes.  

$ 336 

Brunello di Montalcino Pieve Santa Restituta Gaja 2015 

Along with grapes from the Sugarille and Rennina vineyards, this wine includes fruit from a vineyard in the north 

east of the appellation, is complex and refined with dark cherry aromas intermingled with notes of dried summer fruits, 

wild herbs and a hint of cedar spice. The palate is smooth and satisfying with warm fruit flavors and seamless tannins 

balanced by refreshing acidity. 

Attractive and very classic in its style, this wine will be delicious to drink over the next few years but will age well 

for at least a decade. 

   $ 358,40 
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TOSCANA 

Red Wines 

“Guidalberto” Tenuta San Guido Bolgheri 2012 

Guidalberto is a second wine from the producers of the legendary Sassicaia. The wine is aged in French and American 

oak barrels and refined in bottle before release. A full-bodied wine of intense red fruit flavor and elegantly supple 

texture supported by ripe, silky tannins. The Merlot in the blend is expressed in sweet black fruit with overall aromas 

of ripe, concentrated berries offset by restrained spicy oak notes. 

$ 246,40 

 “Tignanello” Marchesi Antinori Bolgheri 2016 

Tignanello is produced exclusively from the vineyard of the same name, a parcel of some 140 acres (57 hectares) 

with limestone-rich soils and a southwestern exposure at 1150-1325 feet (350-400 meters) above sea level at the 

Tignanello estate. It was the first Sangiovese wine to be aged in small oak barrels, the first modern red wine to use 

such non-traditional varieties as Cabernet in the blend, and among the first red wines from the Chianti Classico area 

to be produced without white grapes. An intense ruby red in color, the aromas of the wine are characterized by a 

powerful varietal expressiveness, with ample notes of red fruit, raspberries, and liquorice. On the palate, the wine, 

still very young, immediately shows firm tannins with much polish and finesse as well, along with a balancing, tonic 

acidity and savory mineral notes which add length and persistence to the finish and aftertaste. 

$ 548,80 

“Guado al Tasso” Tenuta Guado al Tasso Antinori Bolgheri 2016 

The estate of Tenuta Guado al Tasso is about 80 Km. south-west of Florence near the medieval village of Bolgheri, in 

Alta Maremma. The 1000-hectare estate extends down the Tyrrhenian coast to the hills where vineyards are 

cultivated. The vineyards are situated on rocky, slightly limestone soil. The Guado al Tasso wine was made for the 

first time in 1990. On the nose the wine shows elegant notes of toasted oak, coffee, and spices followed by aromas 

of plums and black currants. On the palate, the initial impact is soft but firm with a vein of acidity which gives greater 

freshness and crispness than usual.  

$ 604,80 

“Luce” Luce della Vite Marchesi Frescobaldi Montalcino 2016 
Luce was the first wine from Montalcino made by blending Sangiovese and Merlot grapes. When poured in a glass, 

Luce immediately manifests its extraordinary richness with an intense and impenetrable colour coupled with an 

elegant and complex bouquet. To the nose, aromas are vibrant and vary from red berries, such as cherries and 

raspberries, to spiced notes enriched by delicate floral undertones. To the palate, the wine distinguishes itself for 

balance and freshness, persisting aromas, and refi ned and silky tannins that bestow great structure free from any 

sharpness.                                                                                                                                                                      $ 
694,40 

Ornellaia” Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia Bolgheri 2016 

The 2012 growing season was characterized by an abundance of sunny, dry weather; some rain did fall as well, but 

it occurred in just the right periods, before the harvest, and helped the vines to cope with the hot, dry conditions. 

Ornellaia 2012 appears a deep ruby, and a remarkably beguiling bouquet boasts rich fruit and spices notes. The palate 

shows well-rounded, full, and generous, with glossy tannins and a complete absence of any roughness. The 2012 

lacks none of the proverbial concentration that distinguishes Ornellaia’s, great vintages, but this vintage adroitly 

masks that richness behind an expansive, magisterial structure, then concludes with a near-endless finish. 

$ 1120 
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                TOSCANA 

Red Wines 

“Solaia” Marchesi Antinori Bolgheri 2014 

Solaia is a 50 acre (20 hectare), southwest-exposed vineyard of the Tignanello estate situated between 1150 and 1320 feet 

(350-400 meters) above sea level on stony soils consisting of calcareous clays and limestone rock. The Marchesi Antinori 

produced this wine for the first time in the 1978 vintage with a blend consisting of 80% Cabernet Sauvignon and 20% 

Cabernet Franc, repeating the initial production in 1979. Later on Sangiovese became part of the blend and certain corrections 

in the ratio of Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc were made as well until the current composition of the blend was 

defined and became definitive. 

$ 1400 

Rosé Wines 

“Staccione” Tenuta Montauto Maremma 2019 

Salmon pink colour, persistent and floral bouquet with hints of rose petal, on the palate a perfect balance of flavor, 

freshness and a fruity finish. Pairs well with all fish dishes, pasta dishes that aren’t too rich and white meats. Also 

great as an aperitif. 

$ 89,60 

“Cost' e Rose” Castello Banfi 2019 

   A perfect Provencal style rosé wine: the perfect marriage between Sangiovese and Vermentino. An elegant and fine 

Rosè that comes from the meeting of the Sangiovese from Montalcino and the Vermentino from the coast. A wine 

with pale pink nuances; the typical notes of red fruits of Sangiovese and the citrus and sage scents of Vermentino 

stand out on the nose. Fresh, with a good persistence. 

$ 123,20 

“Scalabrone” Bolgheri Tenuta Guado Al Tasso Antinori 2017 

Tenuta Guado al Tasso is located near Bolgheri, on the Tuscan coast, in one of the wine areas most densely populated 

by wines awarded by international critics.A skilful blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Syrah grapes that are 

vinified in steel to enhance the freshness and the most pleasant notes of red fruit, such as cherry and raspberry.. 

$ 134,40 

Sweet Wines 

Ricasoli Vin Santo del Chianti Classico 2011 500ml 

The Castello di Brolio Vin Santo, true to tradition, expresses one of the "historic" grapes of the area, Malvasia del 

Chianti. Its production method also stays true to tradition. The grapes destined for Vin Santo are gathered late in the 

harvest, at the point at which the sugar content is high enough to sustain the long ageing process that this wine 

undergoes. The bunches are hung and left to dry partially for several months. The must obtained from light crushing 

ferments slowly and then ages in oak for seven years. It has a brilliant amber yellow colour. To the nose, hints of 

toasted hazelnuts and almonds blend with custard and figs. The taste is warm, soft and velvety. 

$ 168 
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UMBRIA 

White Wines 

“Cervaro della Sala” Castello della Sala Antinori 2017 

The wine, a light straw yellow with brief greenish highlights, expresses rich, complex, and intense aromas. The 

notes of citrus fruit, pears, and acacia flowers are in perfect balance with the sweet and spicy notes of vanilla. The 

palate is supple but vibrant, elegant and well structured, characterized by the classic mineral sensations and by the 

light notes of hazelnut butter 
$ 313,60 

Red Wines 

Rosso Di Montefalco “Ziggurat” Tenute Lunelli 2015 

A combination of the power of Sagrantino and the elegance of Sangiovese, the Montefalco Rosso from Tenuta 

Castelbuono, which is certified as organic, expresses all the charm of a region with an age-old winemaking 

tradition. The same elegance is to be found on the palate: a wine of splendid balance, which is mouth-filling and 

remarkably powerful, yet very fresh 

$ 78,40 

Rosso Di Montefalco Riserva “Lampante” Tenute Lunelli 2015 

A splendid ruby red with garnet tinges. Intriguing, with scents of wild violets and cherries in brandy, along with 

sweet spiciness and balm-like hints against a background of graphite. It explodes vigorously on the palate with its 

rounded, elegant fruit and well-structured, ripe, well-balanced tannins.  

$ 95,20 

Sagrantino di Montefalco “Carapace” Tenute Lunelli 2016 

A deep, luminous ruby red in colour; concentrated and refined. The nose is a triumph of blackberry jam and 

blueberries – typical of the variety – with attractive and intense notes of cherries in brandy, carob and rose petals. Its 

traditionally-styled profile is further enhanced by liquorice and chocolate notes. The finish is long and persistent, 

with precisely defined tannins of rare finesse, elegance and gentleness. 

$ 123,20                               
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 ABRUZZO 

 White Wines 

Pecorino Colline Pescaresi Fattoria La Valentina 2017  

The La Valentina farm was founded in 1990, in the municipality of Spoltore, on the hills near Pescara. It is a white 

wine produced exclusively from Pecorino grapes. It has a splendid sapidity which, added to the freshness, makes it 

the perfect sip even as an aperitif. Straw yellow in color, a bouquet of fresh floral hints of hawthorn, there are notes 

of exotic fruit and honey, it is fresh and balanced, an ever-present savory note enriches the sip. 

$ 84 

 

 

 CAMPANIA 

 White Wines 

“Greco di Tufo” Mastroberardino 2018 

Deep straw yellow color. Prominent hints of apricot, pear, apple, peach, citrus, green almond, with hints of sage and 

mineral notes. Good acidity on the palate, mineral, flavors of ripe fruits. Great structure and a distinctive sapidity. 

The Mastroberardino family has rescued and relaunched the ancient Greco di Tufo vine, which was near extinction. 

$ 106,40 

Rosé Wines 

 

“Lacrimarosa” Mastroberardino 2020 

Fruit of the great terroir of Irpinia, highly suitable for the Aglianico production. After the soft and delicate pressure 

of the Aglianico grapes in order to lightly color the juice, the Lacrimarosa is naturally pale and highly aromatic 

$ 100,80 
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SICILIA 

White Wines 

 Sauvignon Blend “Kike” Cantine Fina 2018 
Produced mainly from a variety of aromatic grapes planted in Sicily only recently, which gives the wine the 

peculiar characteristics of the grape. Straw yellow in color with golden reflections, the scent recalls spices and 

candied fruit. The taste of this wine is full and intense. Fruity and floral notes emerge with hints of spice also on 

the palate 

$ 100,80 

 Grillo “Kebrilla” Cantine Fina 2018 

The Grillo grape is one of the oldest in Sicily. It is perhaps the one that best recalls its scents and richness of 

sensations, as part of the grapes come from vineyards adjacent to the sea coast in front of the island of Mozia. 

These characteristics make it an evocative wine that encompasses all the Sicilian nature of the sea, the summer 

breezes and the citrus fruits of Sicily. 

$ 106,80                                                                                                

 Grillo “Mamertino” di Milazzo Cantine Grasso 2019 

Bright straw yellow with marked hints of greenSmell: fine and complex aromatic framework, where elegant 

nuances reminiscent of medlar, orange, pineapple, mango, orange blossom, elderberry and linden dialogue, 

alternating with aromas of lavender, thyme, ginger and flint. soft and gentle acidity. 

$ 100,80 

Fiano “Cometa” Planeta Menfi 2016 

Thus began the experiments with Fiano, an ancient noble variety from Campania, in the 1990’s. 

A single-variety Fiano from lime chalk soils which contribute to the enhancement of the aromatic markers of 

Mediterranean macchia owned by this vine. A mineral palate with vibrantly savoury traces which quiver and quench  

   $ 224 

Chardonnay Planeta Menfi 2017 

The wine which has become an image of the change in Sicilian wine. It arrived from the wish for success in 

competing with the world in the production of this noble and widespread grape. Following a long process beginning 

in 1985, full of surprises and successes, today the Planeta Chardonnay is an icon for the whole of Sicily. It is indeed a 

soft white wine with a refreshing acid vein which accompanies each mouthful 

   $ 246,40 

Red Wines 

Nero d’Avola Miral Cantine Fina 

Rare of its kind, this pure Nero d'Avola owes its existence to a careful selection of the grapes with the aim of 

producing a high quality wine, but characterized exclusively by the qualities of this native vine. Dark ruby 

red.Generous aromas characteristic of this variety, reminiscent of red plums and with notes of Mediterranean scrub, 

intersected with very pleasant shades of black pepper.  

$ 84 

Nero d’ Avola “Santa Cecilia” Planeta Noto 2015 

Santa Cecilia is our highlight from the most important Sicilian grape variety, brilliant and clear, perfumed with 

carob, bergamot and orange peel. The compact ripe fruit and balsamic notes on the palate dissolve in a sweet and 

vigorous manner to accompany tannins of dense texture but also open and calibrated to the structure of this wine of 

deep baritone tones. Traces of graphite confer elements of a high tasting lineage while cleverly elicited wild 

blackberry and cherry maintain the wine on a register of rigorous style and taste. 

$ 246,40 
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SARDEGNA 

White Wines 

Vermentino di Sardegna “Tino” Mora &  Memo 2020 

The Straw yellow with greenish reflections, brilliant. Intense and persistent aroma with floral and vegetable aromas, 

rosemary, thyme and sage. Taste with a clear predominance of vegetable notes, warm and full of good thickness and 

balanced; with long gustatory persistence. 

$ 123,20 

             Red Wines 

Cannonau di Sardegna Riserva Cantine Pala 2016 

Estate founded in Sardinia in 1950, the vines are planted in the vineyard with the best microclimate and soil for their 

particular needs. Agriculture is organic and without the use of chemicals. This red wine is made from cannonau grapes, aged 

for twelve months in French oak barrels. Garnet in color, with aromas of baked berries, cedar, black pepper, cigar box spice 

and vanilla. Rich blackberry, black cherry, raspberry and blueberry, wrap around a spicy core, fusing with iron minerality, firm 

tannins and fresh acidity. Eucalyptus, black cherry, vanilla and cigar box spice linger on the plush finish. Hearty and well 

balanced. 

$ 134,40 

“Turriga” Isola dei Nuraghi Cantine Argiolas 2016 

Turriga is the benchmark red wine of Sardinia, conceived by the Argiolas Family and Giacomo Tachis. The impetus 

was to create a great Sardinian wine capable of long aging using only Sardinian varietals. It is a blend of Cannonau, 

Malvasia Nera, Carignano, and Bovale Sardo with two years aging in French barriques 

Turriga is a powerful red wine that requires time in bottle to show its full complexity. Upon release, Turriga is 

densely packed with powerful tannins and tightly wound fruit, thus decanting is recommended. With time in bottle, 

Turriga reveals multiple layers of Mediterranean herbs, roasted coffee, spices, and licorice with a generous core of 

black and red fruit. 

$ 436,80 
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                FRANCE  

       ALSACE 

        White Wines 
Gewürztraminer “Laugel” Cuvée Sélectionnée Arthur Metz 2019 

Straw yellow with golden tints. Nose expressive, very fruity as lychee, peach and pear. Floral rose and violet 

combined with varietal aromas. On the palate initially soft and round whilst still fresh with notes of violets and 

delicate dryness. 

   $ 95,20 
 

Riesling “Laugel” Cuvée Sélectionnée Arthur Metz 2019 

Alsace attracts attention for the potential that the traditional Rieslinggrape reaches in it. In sight it presents a 

beautiful straw yellow color with gold reflections, very bright. Intense nose with aromas of tropical fruits (passion 

fruit and mango), peach, nectarine and fine herbs; all in perfect harmony on a background of dried flowers, raisins 

and figs. In the mouth it is delicate and complex at the same time, although with intense flavor, something unctuous 

and with an excellent acidity that gives it freshness. Retronasal notes of the fruit that he announced on the nose 

appear. Long finish with pleasant memories of lemon peel. 

$ 89,60                

 

Riesling Gran Cru “Alternberg” Gustave Lorentz 2012 
A touch of luscious peach plays among the ripe lemon notes of the nose. A heady chamomile lift hints at some 

evolution. The absolutely dry palate is still vividly fresh and has barely begun to unfurl its store of rich aromas. For 

now the luminous freshness and brightness of pure ripe lemon zest still dominates. Here and there a touch of candle 

wax, stone and chamomile appears. A lovely, incisive, intense but elegant wine with a clean refreshing finish. 

   $ 201,60 
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        BURGUNDY 

        White Wines 

Petit Chablis La Manifacture Benjamin Laroche 2018  

A native of Chablis, his family have had vineyards in the Chablis area since 1663 and have created a vineyard which 

is considered as one of the jewels of the Chablis appellation. Its aromas are of white flowers mixed with citrus notes 

(lemon, grapefruit) over a mineral bas. Fresh and vivid, a delight to fulfil any palate. 

$ 128,80 

Chablis Louis Latour 2019 

Chablis is an isolated island of vineyards in the northern section of wine-producing Burgundy halfway between 

Dijon and ParisThe wine is perfumed, lively, clean and steely-tasting with a crisp finish. This Chablis has a lovely 

pale golden colour. The nose is floral with a fresh palate and pleasant notes of citrus. A nice minerality on the finish. 

$ 134,40 

Chablis 1er Cru “Vieilles Vignes” La Manufacture 2017 

The Chablis Premier Cru "Forets Vieilles Vignes" by La Manufacture is an elegant and full-bodied white wine 

French based on Chardonnay grapes, an aromatically rich and complex sip, which stretches harmoniously and clear 

towards a persistent finish, characterized by a vibrant mineral freshness. 

$ 179,20 

Pouilly-Fuissé Maison Michel Picard Mâconnais 2017 

With peach and apricot fruit and bright citrus freshness, this is a classic expression of Chardonnay. A white Burgundy 

of this quality from say, Meursault, to the north, would cost considerably more. Within the greater Maconnais region 

at the southern end of Burgundy 

$ 168 

Chablis Grand Cru “Valmur” La Manufacture Benjamin Laroche 2017 

Chablis Grand Cru Valmur is a central climate of the Chablis Grand Cru hill in northern Burgundy. Valmur Grand 

Cru wine is considered by many to be one of the best expressions of Chardonnay produced in Chablis: producing 

steely, powerful wines made for ageing  

$ 336 

 Chassagne-Montrachet “Chateau De Chassagne” Bader Mimeur 2016 

Founded in 1919, Bader-Mimeur is a Burgundy family-estate manages 98% of Château de Chassagne-Montrachet 

vineyard. Bright light gold dress, green reflections. Nice deep nose, white fruits, flint, toast. Velvety mouth, rich, 

sweet, intense. Elegance and personality. Persistent grand finale. A high-quality Chassagne-Montrachet.  

 $ 268,80 

Bâtard-Montrachet Grand Cru Michel Picard Côte de Beaune 2013 

Here is a very ‘together’ nose, understated but very elegant. Ripe and sweet, some fat too. The flavor is more about 

fruit-stones than fruit. Intense and long finishing 

$ 1120 
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  BURGUNDY 

  Red Wines 

Mercurey “La Framboisière” Domaine Faiveley Chalonnaise 2018 

A “monopole” is a wine from a single vineyard that is owned entirely by one wine producer. Domaine Faiveley 

Mercurey La Framboisiere has a really fruity powerful nose, which mixes with generous red and black fruit aromas and 

woody notes. On the palate the powerful and fleshy raspberry flavors shine through. Its structure is powerful, with 

velvety tannins and a very long and fruity finish. 

   $ 156,80 

Volnay “Les Vieilles Vignes” Vincent Girardin 2014 
Grapes come from the vineyards from the village of Volnay in the Côte de Beaune, and especially from "Les Lurets” 

and "La Gigotte” vineyards, at the bottom of Volnay. Soil: clay and limestone. Gentle slope Le Volnay is a Village 

appellation of the Côte de Beaune, in Côte-d'Or. Volnay is a red wine made from Pinot Noir. Volnay is often 

presented as the most feminine red wine from Burgundy due to its finesse and bouquet. Bright ruby, light garnet, its 

aromas sing of violet, currant, cherry and with age spices, game and cooked prune. Its concentration and complexity 

are expressed in a delicate and nuanced way. It is a fresh wine on the attack and warm on the finish. 

$ 324,80 

Nuits-Saint-Georges Domaine Faiveley Côte de Nuits 2014 

After a 19-day vatting period, the alcoholic fermentation is complete. The free-run wine is run off using a gravity system 

whilst the marc is pressed slowly and gently in order to extract an exceptionally pure press wine. The wines are aged for 14 

months in French oak barrels (20-30% new oak) which have been selected for their fine grain and moderate toast 

Intense garnet red hue and aromas of fruit, oak and spice on the nose. 

The palate reveals a smooth, rich attack, velvety tannins and good balance. A delicate, seductive and very elegant wine. 

$ 268,80 
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  LOIRE VALLEY 

  White Wines 

Sancerre Le Mont Damnes 2013 

Crisp, flavorsome Sancerre which offers floral and boxwood aromas. The palate shows juicy citrus fruit alongside the 

trademark elegance and minerality of the appellation 

$ 184,80 

Pouilly - Fumé Serge Dagueneau 2018 

This wine is made using traditional methods, including direct pressing and maturing on fine lees. It expresses exotic fruity   

nuances of grapefruit and other citrus but also the mineral richness of a « Terres blanches » terroir. 

$ 201,60 

 

 

Red Wines 

Sancerre “Belle Dame” Domaine Vacheron 2016 
Domaine Vacheron is one of Sancerre's elite properties, producing white and red Sancerre of amazing purity and 

definition. When you taste the Belle Dame, a cuvée of 50 year-old vines of Pinot Noir grown on pure flint soils, 

compare it to Burgundy. It understandable and unfortunate at the same time as this is a terror quite distinct from 

anything in Burgundy. Dark red with bright and aromatic tones in the glass, with formidable persistence and perfect 

balance, it is immediately captivating. It's a particularly elegant and lively Loire red with graceful, forward fruit and 

tons of pure charm. Rose petal, mint. 

  $ 257,60 
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  RHÔNE VALLEY 

               White Wines 

 

Condrieu “La Doriane” E. Guigal Northern Rhône 2016 

The Viognier grapes for this wine are sourced from some of the finest sites in the appellation, including Côtes 

Chatillon, a steeply terraced vineyard overlooking the town of Condrieu itself. 

$ 436,80 

Red Wines 

Côtes du Rhône Parallele 45 Paul Jaboule 2014 
Northern style Cotes du Rhone, with beautiful fresh Syrah character. Notes of wild berries, white pepper, lavender, 

and cherries. This balanced red finishes with incredibly juicy Grenache love.  

$ 89,60 

 

Côtes du Rhône Sas Famille Jaume Southern Rhône 2016 
The "Côtes-Du-Rhône" produced from grapes Grenache 70%, Syrah 20%, Mourvèdre 10% is a  cuvée has an 

expressive nose on fresh fruit such as raspberries. It is a pleasant, fresh, fascinating wine, ideal for the summer 

period. The finish on the palate is balanced and offers soft tannins. 

$ 95,20 

Hermitage E. Guigal Northern Rhone 2007 

Deep ruby red with violet tinges. Spices, red berries and delicate oak aromas. A powerful and tannic wine. Aromas of 

blackcurrant buds and vanilla. Licorice and spicy finish. A racy and seductive wine. A perfect wine for putting down. 

100% Syrah 

$ 448 

Châteauneuf Du Pape E. Guigal Southern Rhone 2014 

Deep dark red in color. On the nose, spices and mature red fruits. The palate is constructed with round tannins with powerful 

complexity. A rich unctuous wine with notes of mature plums, hazelnuts and red fruits. Overall it is a very rich wine full of 

harmony and balance. Full-bodied with lots of kirsch, blackberry, raspberry, camphor and licorice, this is a classic example 

of both Châteauneuf du Pape and Provencal viticulture. It is aged in both tank and founder for 3-4 years prior to being released. 

Drink it over the next 20 years. It is amazing that Guigal can consistently produce a wine of this majesty. 

$ 336 

Languedoc-Roussillon 

 Viognier  De la Chapelle, Pays d’Oc, Hérault 2019 
An intense sun drenched golden yellow. Notes of fresh apricot and white peach. The palate is full and 
savoury with a   hint of white pepper. 

    $ 84 
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BORDEAUX 
 

Red Wines left bank 

 
Prieur de Meyney Château Meyney Saint- Estèphe 2016 

Château Meyney’s vineyard is planted of 65% Cabernet Sauvignon, 25% Merlot and 10% Petit Verdot, on a 

perfectly-drained gravel soil that provides ideal conditions for grapes ripening. This unusually high share of Petit 

Verdot explains a particular trait of the wines, which regularly show notes of leather and musk after a period of time. 

The wine is full-bodied, well-rounded and structured.  

$ 448 

Château du Tertre 5th Growths Classified Margaux 2012 

The color is deep clear garnet red. The nose reveals delicate notes of chocolate, dried fruit and coffee. The lightly 

toasted wood is subtle and very well integrated. On the palate the wine is solid and powerful, still very young and 

only just beginning to evolve, with a massive structure and very tight, ripe tannins. This is an intense wine that offers 

length rather than roundness. Overall, it is sleek and very voluptuous with notes of ripe and stewed fruit, red currants, 

cooked plums, black cherries,  

 $ 448 

Château Lynch-Bages 5th Growths Classified Pauillac 2011 

Red wine from Pauillac in Bordeaux France made with Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Cabernet Franc.. The 

medium-bodied 2011 Lynch Bages possesses a saturated ruby/purple color as well as beautiful crème de cassis notes, 

a generous, concentrated, well-made, medium to full-bodied style and supple tannins.  

$ 1344 

Red Wines right bank 
 

Château Rolland-Maillet Grand Cru Saint-Émilion 2012 

Medium-bodied and fruity. This dry and garnet colored red showcases a complex nose releasing woody, spicy, fruity 

and vegetal scents. You will be charmed with this medium-bodied wine revealing a broad texture, fleshy tannins and 

a medium finish 

$ 246,40 

 

Château Bertineau St-Vincent Lalande-de-Pomerol 2016 

Famed wine consultant Michel Rolland is the owner A sumptuous blend of 75% Merlot and 25% Cabernet Franc, 

blackcurrant and blackberry fruit flavors lead to a long smooth finish with hints of oak spice and mocha chocolate. 

Very bright in color, 

$ 212,80 

 

Château Le Bon Pasteur Pomerol 2005 

2005 Bon Pasteur is an elegant, subtle, deep ruby/purple- colored wine offering hints of graphite, sweet mocha, black 

cherries, and berries that build incrementally in the mouth, ending in a cascade of full-bodied, concentrated fruit 

with good acidity, beautiful tannin, and stunning precision as well as length 

$ 784 
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Rosé Wines 

Rosé d’Anjou Domaine des Nouvelles 2020 

The vineyards grow on the hillsides of rivers flowing from the Loire and particularly the Layon. Vinified in the 

traditional rosé method. The grapes are crushed after a slight maceration, giving them a pink color. Rosé d 'Anjou is 

smooth, easy, and pretty on the palate. TASTING NOTES: This wine offers pleasing aromas and flavors of dried 

cherries and strawberries. 

$ 134,40 

Coteaux Varois En Provence Maison Fortrant 2020  

Quintessential Provence grape varieties (Grenache, Cinsault, Syrah) give this rosé a delicate, pale color and an 

elegant nose in which citrus flavors and spicy aromas rub shoulders. The palate is fresh, accented by subtle hints of 

white fruit. 

$ 134,40 

The Palm by Whispering Angel Château d’Esclans 2020 

Made from Grenache, Cinsault and Carignan, this authentic rosé from Provence operates as a playful, trendy, 

energetic “little sister” to Whispering Angel.The Palm is expressive both inside and out as it shows great aromatic 

freshness on the nose followed by more subtle, fruity notes on the palate 

$ 156,80 

 
Espirit Di Mediterranee Château DE Berne 2019 

This beautiful Rosé is produced from grape varieties of Grenache, Cinsault, Merlot, Carignan and Cabernet 

Sauvignon. Offers powerful and fresh aromas of fruits like grapefruit, peach and mango. In your mouth the aroma 

changes more towards strawberries and raspberries. You get a lot of fruity flavors while still enjoying a crisp dry 

wine.  

$ 145,60 

 
Château Minuty “281” Côtes de Provence 2018 

A clonal selection from assortment of Grenache vines that are on average 25 years old, nurtured by the maritime 

influences found in the terroir. The pale hue with translucent reflections. Strong intensity with beautiful complexity 

and an aromatic fineness of white fruit, peach, melon, accentuated by iodine notes. 

$ 313,60 

Dessert Wine 

 

Château Suduiraut “Lions de Suduiraut” Sauternes 2015 

Classed as a Premier Cru in 1855, it is made from grapes selected from the finest terroirs of the property. This wine 

is hand crafted at every stage of its elaboration and reveals remarkable finesse and complexity and a golden color 

reminiscent of the sun that made it possible. With age the bright gold evolves to a dark amber color. With an extensive 

life-span, it powerfully and harmoniously combines fruit and floral aromas with roasted and candied notes. Its 

superlative elegance comes from a match of total opposites: a voluptuous texture, mineral freshness and the heat of 

spices. 

$ 145 
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GERMANY  
White Wines 

 
Riesling “Von Unserm” Balthasar Ress Trocken Rheingau 2019 

This wine is low in alcohol, with high acidity, steely minerality, and stone fruit, spice, citrus, and floral notes. At its 

ripest it leans towards juicy peach and nectarine, and pineapple, while in cooler climes it is more redolent of lemon, 

lime, and green apple. With age, Riesling can become truly revelatory, developing unique, complex aromatics, often 

with a hint of gasoline. 

$ 134,40 

Riesling “100 Hills” Weingut Wittmann Trocken Rheinhessen 2019 

From the formerly classified Rosenkamm vineyard the 2013 Oberemmeler Riesling feinherb village wine formerly 

designated as Kabinett is a brilliant, very pure, light and filigreed structured Saar Riesling of great finesse and 

elegance. Almost fragile but intense on the palate the wine is persistent in its salty minerality. 

$ 100,80 

Riesling “Nussbrunnen Hattenheim” Balthasar Ress Spätlese 2011 

Thick, sweet and concentrated with a velvety texture embracing honey, apricot and intense mineral flavors. There´s a 

lively structure, with the acidity submerged for the time being. Very approachable now, but this should develop well. 

Fine length 

$ 280 

Red Wines 

Spätburgunder Weinhaus Ress Rheingau 2016 

A medium-bodied German Pinot Noir from the Rheingau region made by the 4th and 5th winemaking generations of 

the Ress family. Lots of ripe and concentrated red fruit flavors with some delicate spice notes all backed up with an 

elegant body. 

$ 78,40 
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              AUSTRIA 

White Wines 

Grüner Veltliner Laurenz V Singing 2019 

Laurenz V e winery focuses on a single wine variety--Grüner Veltliner--that has long been a favorite in its native 

Austria, where it represents nearly a third of the country's wine grape production. Green pear peel notes dance around 

riper notions of Mirabelle on the nose. The palate comes in with lively spritz, a tropical edge of passion fruit and 

reprises its twin theme of green pear and Mirabelle admirably. This is juicy, lively and fresh, with a yeasty zestiness 

on the dry finish. 

$ 100,80 

 

Red Wines 
 

Zweigelt “Hedwighof” Sepp Moser Neusiedlersee 2016 

   Ripe cherry, herbal and subtle tobacco aromas. The palate has juicy plum and berry fruit, fresh and bright acidity, 

supple balancing tannins and a bitter cherry twist on the finish. Zweigelt Reserve is made from 100% Blauer 

Zweigelt grapes cultivated in Sepp Moser's Hedwighof and Hollabern vineyards, which are situated among the 

gravelly soils of the warm southern Neusiedlersee village of Apetlon. 

$ 100,80           
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            SPAIN 

       White Wines 
 

Verdejo Marqués de Riscal Rueda 2018 
Marqués de Riscal produces its wines following sustainable agriculture methods and organic winemaking processes. 

The wine is made with the least possible intervention in order to show the pure character of the variety and the 

character of the terroir in this part of the Duero. A benchmark for the grape variety and its designation of origin. 

Made from the indigenous Verdejo grape, it has pleasant aromas of verbena and tropical fruit, generous flavours and 

a fresh and lively mouth-feel 

$ 84 

Red Wines 

Muga Reserva 2014 

A wine with medium-high depth of color black-cherry red with garnet hues. First, red-fruit notes appear on the 

nose, with hints of fennel and scrubby heathland, all nicely balanced by smoky aromas from the time spent in 

medium-toasted wood. Underlying hints of vanilla come through with coffee. The vanilla reappears and the red- 

berry fruit aromas found on the nose persist, with an elegant acidity which makes the aftertaste long 

$ 190,40 

Marques de Riscal Tinto Reserva 2015 

A classic Rioja from one of the region’s best known producers. A classic Intense blackberry colour. Very 

expressive aromas on the nose with notes of liquorice, cinnamon and black pepper, with just a subtle hint of the 

long cask-ageing. Fresh and easy with a good backbone and lovely polished tannins.    

 $ 134,40 

Rosé Wines 
 

Bodegas Muga Rosado, Rioja DOC 2018 

A very light, bright color, mainly pale orange-tinged salmon pink. In this harvest we see a return to very fresh, acidic 

fruit which dominates the whole sensory profile of the wine. On the nose a complex aroma of white-fleshed fruit 

with stones. In the aftertaste the olfactory notes are transformed into something finer and more complex in which, as 

well as the previously mentioned aromas, we can detect lychees, apricot and faint reminders of the bakery shop. 

$ 112 
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 PORTUGAL 
 

 

Sweet Wines 

 
 

Niepoort Ruby “Dum” Port NV 

Niepoort Tawny Dee, with an average age of three and a half years, originates from low yielding vineyards in Cima 

Corgo region of Douro Valley. The grapes are predominantly trodden in lagers, prior to ageing in small old oak casks 

at our lodges in Vila Nova de Gaia. Brick red/tawny in color, with delicate nutty aromas and a hint of dried fruits. 

On the palate, very well balanced with a youthful fruity, luscious character, which integrates well with a long spirity 

finish. 

$ 89,60 

Niepoort Tawny “Dee” Port NV 

Niepoort Tawny Dee, with an average age of three and a half years, originates from low yielding vineyards in Cima 

Corgo region of Douro Valley. The grapes are predominantly trodden in lagers, prior to ageing in small old oak casks 

at our lodges in Vila Nova de Gaia. Brick red/tawny in color, with delicate nutty aromas and a hint of dried fruits. 

On the palate, very well balanced with a youthful fruity, luscious character, which integrates well with a long spirity 

finish. 

$ 112 

 Niepoort Late Bottled Vintage Port 2014 

This Port is aged for 4 to 6 years in large old oak vats (as opposed to Vintage Ports, which age for 2-3 years). LBV 

Ports fill the gap between Ruby and Vintage Ports, as Rubies should be drunk quite young and a Vintage Port may 

need 15 to 20 years to really open up and show its splendor. The wine has a dark red appearance and lighter red hues 

on the rim, with wonderful aromas of dark chocolate and a subtle floral character which enrobes the deep fruits of 

the forest notes. On the palate it is superbly balanced and fresh, with a most seductive middle palate and good extract, 

followed by a superb spirit-driven finish. 

    $ 134,40 
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ARGENTINA 

       White Wines 

Torrontes Finca La Colonia  Mendoza 2018 

In 1885, the Buenos Aires to Mendoza railway opened, cementing the significance of this emerging wine-growing 

region high in the Andean foothills. Ten years later, Edmund Norton planted the first vines in Mendoza’s Luján de 

Cuyo district. At 900-1100 metres, the altitude moderates the temperature, causing an extended ripening season, and 

also expose the vines to more ultraviolet light. A fine example of Argentina's Torrontés grape, A Sophisticated dry, 

elegant rendition of this aromatic grape variety, combining minerality with white peach and floral notes such a rose 

and jasmine.  

$ 78,40 

Red Wines 

 

 Malbec & Corvina “Passo Doble” Masi Tupungato Mendoza 2016 

A red wine with unusually high aromatic content made on the organically run Masi Tupungato estate at Mendoza, in 

Argentina. Modern wine with non-conformist style, striking for its intense fruitiness and delicate spiciness. Its 

strong and exuberant character comes from the local Malbec grape. 

    $ 89,60 

 Malbec “Kaiken” Ultra Las Rocas Mendoza 2018 
The Kaiken Ultra is a true expression of Malbec from high-altitude vineyards in Vistaflores (at 1,400 metres),   

Gualtallary (at 1,300 metres) and Altamira (at 1,100 metres). The wine delivers juicy black fruit and spicy aromas 

and offers good structure and soft tannins on the palate. It's fresh, well-balanced and offers a super smooth finish. 

$ 100,80                           
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            CHILE 

White Wines 

Emiliana  Signos de Origen “La Vinilla” 2017 

The grapes have a nice long ripening season. This means you get lots of flavor in the wine without losing the all-

essential acidity that keeps the wine fresh and so moreish. The apricot, peach and tropical citrus fruit flavors make 

quite an explosion in the palate of this truly lovely wine that has a creamy layer of oak 

$ 112 

                 Red Wines 

Merlot Amador Odfjell 2018 

Dan Odfjell discovered and fell in love with a small corner of the famous Maipo Valley in Chile over 25 years ago. 

Odfjell has forged a unique reputation by rediscovering the forgotten wealth of Chile's winemaking past. Their 

Carignano a Cauquenes vineyards are among the oldest in Chile at over 100 years old. Intense red with hints of 

violet. The nose is concentrated and deep, with aromas of cherries, figs, violets  

$ 89,60 

Cisnault “Outer Limit” Montes Chile 2018 

Outer Limits of Viña Montes wines from various unique terroirs in Chile-Zapallar, Curtiduria, and Itata-to reflect 

experience and innovative vision. The Itata Valley is the appellation of origin for Chilean wines from the Bío Bío 

Region, 500 kms. Cisnault is aromatically it expresses the typical fresh berry notes of blueberries, raspberries, and 

blackberries as well as notes of wildflowers, country herbs, and damp forest.  

$ 150 

Carmenère Emiliana Signos de Origen Colchagua Valley 2016 

A bright ruby-red color with violet hues, this wine has a complex and elegant nose, with nuances ranging from 

cherry liqueur to the aromatic freshness of dill and rosemary. The dry leaf and damp earth notes are characteristic of 

this terroir-grown Carmenere. The palate is well rounded, with lactic notes, good volume and very silky tannins 

leading to a long finish 

$ 134,40 

Cabernet Sauvignon “Don Melchor” Concha y Toro Puente Alto 2016 

Don Melchor was Chile’s first icon wine has consistently received the highest praise and recognition throughout its 

entire history since the beginning. This confirms it as one of the maximum representatives of Cabernet Sauvignon 

and the Puente Alto terroir as Chile’s finest origin for producing this variety. he 2009 Don Melchor is a blend of 

96% Cabernet Sauvignon and 4% Cabernet Franc from one of the best terroirs in Chile for Cabernet Sauvignon. 

2009 was a warm, powerful vintage, but the microclimate of Puente Alto helps to keep the fruit and acidity, and the 

wine has lots of notes of beef blood, black berries and licorice. It feels serious, concentrated and ripe, with round 

tannins, moderate acidity and good length, with some notes of dark chocolate and tobacco toward the finish. 

    $ 784 
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               AUSTRALIA 

White Wines 

The Stump  Jump blend  by d’Ardenberg 2017 
The Stump Jump White by d 'Arenberg from the Australian McLaren Vale wine region is a complex, fruity and 

balanced white wine cuvée vinified from Riesling, Sauvignon Blanc, Marsanne and Rousanne grape varieties. In the 

glass, this wine shines in a light yellow hue. This cuvée reveals a whole basket of flavours in the nose.. 

$ 106,40 

Chardonnay by Farr Geelong 2017 

The wine has a great fruit expression that is well integrated with French oak. The soil characteristics have come 

through in the style of wine we have today. The palate is fine but firm, with great acidity, texture and length. This 

wine is rich in flavor, yet very refined. 

$ 280 

Chardonnay Dalrymple “Cave Block” Tasmania 2016 

Win Delicate white floral notes initially lift out of the glass before the more noticeable aromas of ripe fresh cut 

nectarine combines with nougat, hazelnuts and mixed dried spices. Flavors of nectarine and citrus from the core of 

the fruit character, with brioche and crushed nuts adding complexity and sense of texture. 

The 2016 vintage has a generous finish, fine acidity and dry through the palate, giving life and focus to the fruit. 

$ 168 
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                           AUSTRALIA 

                Red Wines 
 

Shiraz Khonunga Hill Penfolds South Australia 2019 

In the Australian wine-growing region of South Australia, the grapes grow for the grape-varietal, full 

bodied Koonunga Hill Shiraz from Penfolds. Ruby red with purple highlights. The lush bouquet enchants the nose 

with a fruity aroma of ripe cherries and plums.  

$ 106,40 

Cabernet Sauvignon Stonefish Margaret River 2017 

This wine displays a rich and fragrant bouquet of ripe fruit with earthy aromas. The palate shows excellent structure 

displaying classical Margaret River Cabernet flavors. Berries and blackcurrant are evident to produce a soft, elegant.  

$ 84 

Shiraz “Grand Barossa” Château Tanunda Barossa Valley 2017 

Lovely aromas of blackberry, plum and black pepper are accompanied by spicy, dark berry fruits on the palate. Well-

integrated oak and fine tannins add structure, balance and persistence 

$ 145,60 

Pinot Noir Moss Wood Margaret River 2011 

Moss Wood is an important, founding estate of the Margaret River wine region, located in the northern sub–region 

of Wilyabrup, Western Australia., displaying red and dark fruits of strawberry, cherry and plum but it is also now 

beginning to show complexity with classic leather and earthy notes, as well as some spice and tar.   

$ 257,60 

Cabernet Sauvignon “Art Series” Leeuwin Estate Margaret 2016 

A dark and dense nose of blue and blackberries dominate the nose, complimented by a lifted and fragrant aromatic 

profile. The “Art Series” represents Leeuwin’s most opulent & age-worthy wines from each vintage. They are 

identified with paintings commissioned from leading contemporary Australian artists.  

$ 260 

Shiraz “Iconic” Stonefish Barossa Valley 2014 

A dark and dense nose of blue and blackberries dominate the nose, complimented by a lifted and fragrant aromatic 

profile. The palate has concentration, depth and poise set with a blackberry, cherry and mulberry fruit spectrum.  

 $ 504 

Shiraz Peter Lehmann Barossa South Australia 2017  

A full-bodied, rich and juicy Shiraz from the Barossa Valley. produced by the Peter Lehmann winemaking team. 

Rich aromas of ripe cherry, blackberry, blueberry, smoke and dark chocolate. Tannins are firm.  

$ 117,60 

Cabernet Sauvignon Jacob's Creek Barossa Signature 2019 

This Cabernet Sauvignon has been made in traditional French and American oak wine barrels and then finished in 

dry Irish Whiskey barrels. A full-bodied Cabernet Sauvignon showcasing premium fruit and the classic characters of 

the variety when grown in the Barossa. 

   $ 117,60 
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NEW ZEALAND 

White Wines 

 

Sauvignon Blanc Dog Point Marlborough 2019 

A little and perfumed Sauvignon Blanc with strong citrus characteristics leading into the ripe tropical tones. Complimentary 

flinty and smoky notes linger in the background providing a complex balance to the primary fruit. The wine is juicy and mouth 

filling with vibrant ripe fruit. A fresh line of balanced acidity supports the soft, round texture. 

$ 112 

Sauvignon Blanc Jackson Estate Stitch Marlborough 2019 

Pale lemon colored, the nose is powerful and exotic, with gooseberry, passion fruit and elderflower notes. 

The palate is medium body with very intense tropical fruit blending with greener notes of capsicum. The finish is ripe, crisp 

and long. 

$ 95,20 

Red Wines 

Pinot Noir Sileni Plateau 2017 

The Sileni Cellar Selection Pinot Noir has concentrated black cherry and dark berry aromas which follow through to the 

palate where dark berry fruit and cherry flavors are supported by soft tannins. This is a ripe and deeply colored food wine, 

designed for early drinking but capable of cellaring for 3-5 years. 

$ 112 
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SOUTH AFRICA 

       White Wines 
Chenin Blanc Jean Daneel Signature Western Cape 2016 
Jean and Renee Daneel settled in the quiet but quaint country town of Napier en route to the famous Arniston, 

Struisbaai and L'Agulhas, they founded their own boutique winery in 2004. Jean Daneel is one of South Africa's finest 

winemakers, known as "the father of Chenin". Wooded but still fruity, the name Chenin is already synonymous with 

Jean Daneel wines after all their awards. Tones of lime, lemon skin, honeysuckle, baked apples, ripe pineapple, dried 

apricots, nutty flavors and almonds which show in the acidity of the wine. Rich, creamy pallet with a complex fruity 

aftertaste and strong oak &amp; almond flavours. 
 

$ 224 

Sauvignon Blanc “Life from Stone” Springfield Estate 2018 

This single vineyard originates from the rockiest soil on the estate, with resultant struggling vines and huge 

concentration. Brilliant greenish in appearance, this is a dramatic wine full of ripe red peppers and passion fruit. It will 

mature to perfection within one year, into flavors of mineral and flint (gun smoke).   

$ 112 

Sauvignon Blanc Klein Constantia 2017 

Bright and inviting with a flinty nose. The palate is well integrated with flavors of gooseberries and tropical fruit. 

Expressive with a balanced acidity, the finish is long and rich, showcasing the typical Klein Constantia minerality. 

$ 156 

Chardonnay Iona Elgin 2017 

Stylish and burgundian with lime and lemon undertones. Bright citrus, oyster shell minerality, and a hint of almonds 

and biscuit brioche on the finish. Beautiful floral notes and bright fresh acidity persist. The Chardonnay is produced 

from 2 north-facing vineyards on the western boundary of the farm, both planted in 2003. 

$ 168 

Chardonnay Hamilton Russell Hemel-en-Aarde Valley 2018 

A tight, minerally wine with classic Hamilton Russell Vineyards length and complexity. Unusually prominent pear and 

lime fruit aromas and flavors are brought beautifully into focus by a tight line of bright natural acid and a long, dry 

minerality. An elegant, yet textured and intense wine with a strong personality of both place and vintage. 

$ 324,80 
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SOUTH AFRICA 

Red Wines 

Pinot Nero “Mr P” Iona Elgin 2017 

Elegant, fresh cherry and red berry nose, with undergrowth mélange. The palate is pure with lovely texture and sweet 

cherry fruit dominates with spicy undertones. The wine is fresh and intense with real vibrancy. 

$ 112 

Reyneke Cornerstone Bordeaux Blend Stellenbosch 2014 

This classical Bordeaux style blend combines freshness with a real intense concentration showcasing the best of 

Stellenbosch. The wine presents with perfume, cassis, dark fruit and spicy nuances. Undertones of tobacco leaf and 

blackcurrant are what adds more to a defined graphite minerality. This wine has a lovely balance, with structured tannins, 

which are linear and focused. 

$ 156,80 

Shiraz “The Chocolate Block” Boekenhoutskloof Franschhoek 2016 

The nose is exceptionally perfumed with an abundance of complex red and dark berry fruit, violets and intense aromas 

of white pepper. Dark brooding fruit follows through onto a structured, opulent palate with notes of cardamom, cumin, 

cloves and black pepper. The mid-palate is rich, textured and balanced with integrated acidity, cocoa powdery tannins 

and a definite cedar wood character derived from French oak. White pepper lingers on a smooth, lifted finish. 

$ 168 

Rubicon Meerlust Stellenbosch 2015 

Very deep, youthful color, and intense almost purple hue. Very classic Rubicon nose with violets, ripe plum, cedar 

wood and intense spiciness. A typical liquor ice notes and stony minerality also evident on the nose. Still youthful and 

intense, promising further maturation potential. The palate is full bodied, structured by beautifully sleek, ripe tannins 

which restrain the vibrant dark fruit typical of this vintage. The wine lingers on the palate with creamy fruit mouth-

filling linear tannins 

$ 380,80 
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USA 
White Wines 

   Chardonnay Beringer Sonoma Valley California 2019 
 

An immediately pleasing wine, this Chardonnay is an enticing blend of ripe stone fruit and vivid citrus flavors. The 

bright citrus perfectly offsets the honeyed apricot, culminating in a smooth, delicious wine with a lasting finish. It is 

a wonderfully approachable and refreshing wine, full of lush fruit flavors and aromas that conjure up the bounty and 

sunshine of California 

   $ 106,40 

   Chardonnay Bon Climat 2017 
 

       An immediately pleasing wine, this Chardonnay is an enticing blend of ripe stone fruit and vivid citrus flavors. The 

bright citrus perfectly offsets the honeyed apricot, culminating in a smooth, delicious wine with a lasting finish. It is 

a wonderfully approachable and refreshing wine, full of lush fruit flavors and aromas that conjure up the bounty and 

sunshine of California 

    $ 162,40 

 Chardonnay Cakebread Napa Valley 2017 

       Bright, creamy, golden apple, white peach, pear and melon aromas, with hints of mineral, yeast and oak spice, 

introduce rich, full-bodied, apple, pear and melon flavors that persist throughout a lingering finish refreshed by 

vibrant citrus and mineral tones. With a round, supple texture, superb concentration. 

         $ 358,40 

Red Wines 

Cabernet Sauvignon Carnivor California 2016 

A unique combination of full-bodied flavors with finesse. This rich Cabernet shows hints of blackberry, caramel, 

roast coffee and toasted oak. The finish is smooth and refined 

$ 134,40 

Pinot Noir “Bonterra” By Fetzer Central Valley 2016 

This Pinot Noir is surprisingly smooth with a dark rich color and welcome collection of flavors. On the nose you 

will be greeted with the lightly floral aromas, along with the notes of ripe cherries and strawberries.  
$ 123,20 

Zinfandel 1000 Stories California 2017 

On the palate, flavors of vanilla and sage spice feature alongside layered notes of red and black fruit, and old- 
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fashioned licorice. As to be expected, 1000 Stories closes on a memorable note with a lingering finish. 

$ 158,80 

Cabernet Sauvignon Cakebread Napa Valley 2012 

Dense, concentrated aromas of ripe boysenberry, blackberry, dark plum and cassis, with a hint of spice, preface 

intense, deeply concentrated, blackberry, blackcurrant and dark cherry flavors, culminating in a long finish shot 

through with a blackberry fruitiness. 

$ 56 
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   THAILAND 

White Wine 

Blend Monsoon Valley 2018 
 

Bended from indigenous Malaga Blanc, Colombard and Chenin Blanc for elegance, this fruity, fresh wine has 

notes of citrus. 

$ 72,80 

Red Wines 

Shiraz Monsoon Valley 2018 
 

Made from Shiraz and indigenous grapes (Pokdum). Plums and red fruits on the nose, soft and velvety texture 

lingers on the palate through the finish with leathery undertone and berry notes. 

$ 72,80 

 

INDIA 

White Wine 

Chenin Blanc Sula Maharashtra 2019 
 

This wonderfully crisp and refreshing Sauvignon come from India’s premium wine producer. It has aromas of cut 

grass and green peppers, bright gooseberry flavors and hint of spice of the palate. 

$ 78,40 
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CHINA 

Red Wine 

Cabernet Sauvignon Chateau Changyu Moser XV 2016 
 

This Beautiful nose halfway from red to blackberry fruit, intense and typical Cabernet elements such as chocolate, 

leather and a bit of tea – a hue of vanilla comes with a touch of spice à la chinoises. Dense color, not too dark but 

strong. The excitement builds with the first sip: luscious and giving rather than demanding, the complexity at this 

price is stunning, so are the aromatics and the long finish, all in tune with excellent Cabernet Sauvignon. 

$ 100,80 

 


